Recent Activity

- -06 in August following resolution of remaining issues at IETF 84
- -07 today changed 3588bis to RFC 6733

*Details of -06 changes in backup charts.*
Backup: Changes -05 to -06

- Updates 3588bis (RFC 6733).
- Application can specify whether redirection applies only to initial message of session or to all messages.
- Noted the extension of behaviour with respect to the Redirect-Host-Usage and Redirect-Max-Cache-Time AVPs.
- Noted that caching of routing entry could extend time redirect applies, if rerouting is temporary.
- Redirecting server now ignores Destination-Host AVP.
Changes 05 to -06 cont'd

- Added specification of new error code DIAMETER_REALM_REDIRECT_INDICATION.
- Minor fixes to proxy behaviour, client behaviour, and Security Considerations.